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Event Snapshot

• A three-day game fishing tournament to be conducted under International Game 
Fishing Association (IGFA) rules from 9 (Briefing day) to 12 November 2011

• Conducted in and around Male’ atoll: a new, exotic location on the international 
fishing calendar 

• Designed to attract serious anglers from around the world

• Competition in capture and tag-and-release formats. Will target popular game fish 
species including Sailfish, Marlin, Wahoo, Yellowfin, Big Eye and Dog Tooth Tuna

• 60-80 competitors in 2011 – both Maldivian and International anglers

• Aims to promote Maldives as the ultimate untouched fishing destination 

• Competitors may enter as individuals or teams through the website 
www.mgfa.org.mv

• Boats may be chartered through the website, or entrants may utilize their own boats
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Event Snapshot…

• Emphasis will be on tag-and-release* for scientific and conservation purposes, 
though prizes and trophies will be awarded in ‘capture and weigh’ categories 

• The tournament will be a launching pad for a local sustainable fishing program.   In 
this first year, basic information will be recorded for each fish (such as species, 
weight, area caught etc) and in future years, the Committee will work with 
conservation experts and organisations to make better use of the information 
gathered to educate local fishermen on the conservation of fish; as well as 
highlighting the benefits of throwing certain fish species and fish sizes back into the 
ocean 

• The Event is supported and organized by Maldivian business leaders, game fishing 
experts, and sports management professionals under the auspices of the Maldives 
Game Fishing Association

• Endorsed as an IGFA Offshore World Championship Qualifying Event

• The Maldives Game Fishing Challenge is supported by the MMPRC, endorsing the 
responsible practices of tag-and-release  

* Tag and release is a form of catch and release fishing in which the angler attaches a tag to the fish, records data such as date, time, 
place and type of fish on a standardized post card and submits this to a fisheries agency (Wikipedia 2011). In this case, to the state of 
New South Wales’ Department of Fisheries in Australia.
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Story Ideas

Another Side to the Maldives
Maldives as an ‘untouched’ game  fishing destination to rival other Indian Ocean destinations such as 
Seychelles and Mauritius. Why hasn’t this remarkable country comprised of  99% water been 
‘discovered’ by anglers before  now?  

The  in augural Maldives Game  Fishing Challenge aims to put this stunning country on the world 
game fishing map.

Fishing for the Future
The Maldives Game Fishing Challenge  is a conduit for the emergence of the Maldives as a world-class  
fishery .  If well-managed, the Maldives can make  an enormous impact on the recreational value of 
fish in its marine environment  in the long term, through the education of visiting and local anglers in 
the  ‘catch and release ‘ method. 

For instance,  affluent anglers will be attracted by large stocks of game fish that are worth thousands of 
dollars for their tourism value in the long-term,  being caught and released again and again, over the  
marginal reward that the same fish would bring at market in Male’. 

IGFA Spreads its Wings
The International Game Fishing Association has added the mysterious Republic of the Maldives to its 
list of Offshore World Championship Qualifying Events. 
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Event History

• The Maldives Game Fishing Challenge event concept was born in 2003 by three 
members of the current committee.  Their aims were to create a game fishing event  
as the vehicle to:

1. entice a new type of visitor to the Maldives, 

2. reinforce awareness for the need to conserve the Maldives’ unique  marine 
environment. 

• Though the Maldives depends heavily upon the oceans for its livelihood and culture, 
releasing fish caught that are not yet ready for consumption or not required for export 
is not typically practiced.

• In December 2004, the Maldives were devastated by the Indian Ocean Tsunami. 
Plans for a game fishing event were put on hold as the country struggled to repair the 
damage caused to their islands and get back to business.

• In 2009 the committee re-formed, added new members with complementary skills, 
and started working towards the inaugural event of 2011.
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Event History…

• Fishing is a large part of life in the Maldives and was traditionally taken place from 
the deck of a ‘dhoni’ boat. 

• Resorts offer game fishing excursions on more modern boating vehicles, though Tag-
and-Release practice is still relatively new and largely unknown. 

• The MGFA hopes to teach all boat crew participating in the 2011 event and those that 
follow, the practices and benefits of Tag-and-Release. This should, in theory, give 
these Maldivian fishermen the confidence and knowledge to conserve the game fish 
caught in local waters. 

• The MGFA will strive to become a supporting body for other fishing and marine 
conservation operations within the Maldives; while attracting a new demographic 
and tourist to the country. 

• The Maldives is renowned for its diving, snorkelling, surfing and sailing – and yet 
relatively unknown for its remarkable game fishing potential; an observation that the 
committee hopes will be changed through the promotion and success of the Maldives 
Game Fishing Challenge over the coming years.
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Fishing in the Maldives

• The Maldives is a stunning and unique Archipelago located south of Sri Lanka in the 
Indian Ocean, straddling the equator. With an estimated 1190 islands spread over 
numerous atolls, local people inhabit just 200 of these, over 90 are occupied by 
resorts and the remaining islands are uninhabited. 

• Renown for its excellent array and magnitude of marine life, it is little wonder the 
Maldives has attracted enthusiastic divers for decades. Surfing has also grown in 
popularity with island resorts specifically targeting surfing and diving tourists.

• Fishing has always been an integral part of the Maldivian culture and heritage, with 
commercial fishing expanding considerably in recent years. Not only is fishing a 
fundamental part of the Maldivian diet and marine life, fishing also supports the local 
economy and is a significant component of gross domestic product (GDP) being the 
only export from the Maldives.

• In recent years, resorts have promoted game fishing as an added attraction for their 
guests. Game fishing tours have been popular and fruitful with an array of large game 
fish captured, including Marlin, Sailfish, Wahoo and several species of Tuna.
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Tourism in the Maldives 

• Total visitor numbers in 2011 are expected to reach an all-time high of 850,000, with 
the highest levels of visitation from the United Kingdom, Italy, Germany, France, 
Russia, China, Japan, Korea and India. Swiss, Austrians and Australians also visited 
the Maldives in good numbers.

• The Maldives attracts visitors all year round with an annual temperature range of 
25°C to 32°C. There are currently over 98 resorts and more than 90 safari vessels, 
with yet more scheduled to open within the next few years. The tourism industry 
accounts for approximately 28% of the Maldives GDP. 
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Images
A sample of images found on this CD
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Further Information

• MGFA  www.mgfa.org.mv

• IGFA www.igfa.org

• Maldives Marketing & Public Relations Corporation www.visitmaldives.com

• NSW Fisheries  www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/fisheries

• Marine biologist  www.julianpepperell.com

• Photographs and other images available on this CD.
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Challenge Supporters 2011
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Contact Us

For more information on the Maldives Game Fishing Challenge, from any angle such as 
tourism, conservation, sustainability or for contacts at the IGFA or quotes from MGFA 
representatives, please call or email:

Marketing & Promotion (MGFA Committee Member)

Samantha Winnall

T: +65 9735 9669

E:   sam.winnall@gmail.com

MGFA Committee Member

Hamish Taggart

T:  +960 777 2114

E:  tournament@mgfa.org.mv
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